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Correction to: Scientific Reports https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-017-08707-2, published online 22 August 2017
The original version of this Article contained a typographical error in the spelling of the author Daniel Paiva Silva, which was incorrectly given as Dasniel Paiva Silva. This has now been corrected in the PDF and HTML versions of the Article.
In addition, the Acknowledgements section in this Article was incomplete. CNPq (475179/2012 CNPq (475179/ -9, 407288/2013 CNPq (475179/ -9, 306222/2015 , FAPEMIG (PPM-00335-13, PPM-00651-15) and Instituto Nacional de Ciência e Tecnologia dos Hymenoptera Parasitóides da Região Sudeste 
